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Abstract The purpose of this paper was to present and

evaluate a methodology to determine the contribution of

bilateral leg and pole thrusts to forward acceleration of the

centre of mass (COM) of cross-country skiers from multi-

dimensional ground reaction forces and motion capture

data. Nine highly skilled cross-country (XC) skiers per-

formed leg skating and V2-alternate skating (V2A) under

constant environmental conditions on snow, while ground

reaction forces measured from ski bindings and poles and

3D motion with high-speed cameras were captured. COM

acceleration determined from 3D motion analyses served

as a reference and was compared to the results of the

proposed methodology. The obtained values did not differ

during the leg skating push-off, and force–time curves

showed high similarity, with similarity coefficients

(SC)[0.90 in the push-off and gliding phases. In V2A, leg

and pole thrusts were shown to contribute 35.1 and 65.9%

to the acceleration of the body, respectively. COM accel-

eration derived from ground reaction forces alone without

considering the COM position overestimated the acceler-

ation compared to data from motion analyses, with a mean

difference of 17% (P\ 0.05) during leg push-off, although

the shapes of force–time curves were similar (SC = 0.93).

The proposed methodology was shown to be appropriate

for determining the acceleration of XC skiers during leg

skating push-off from multi-dimensional ground reaction

forces and the COM position. It was demonstrated that both

the COM position and ground reaction forces are needed to

find the source of acceleration.

Keywords Cross-country skiing � Propulsion � 3D motion

analysis � System acceleration � Centre of mass

1 Introduction

Aided by various tools, human locomotion is highly ver-

satile, allowing us to move effectively on dry land and

snow, in and on water, and even through the air. During

self-propelled locomotion, the propulsion (i.e. forces pro-

duced by the leg, trunk, and/or arms that lead to motion

forward [1]) must be created by muscular force and

transmitted to the environment in a manner that leads to

movement in the desired direction. The particular form of

propulsion is dependent on the environmental conditions

[2].

On snow, cross-country (XC) skiing is a widespread

recreational and competitive sport [3]. Good performance

requires high energetic capacity and the ability to produce

considerable propulsion effectively and economically

[4, 5], while forces are transmitted to the ground through

skis and poles when using different techniques. The

propulsive force of XC skiing has been defined as the

component of the three-dimensional (3D) resultant reaction

force from each pole and/or ski in a forward direction

acting on the skier [6]. There are two approaches to

studying this force component.
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First, in several earlier studies, the horizontal propulsive

ski and pole forces produced during classic skiing (e.g.

[7–9]) and skating (e.g. [10]) were measured directly by

two-dimensional (2D) or 3D force platforms placed in or

under the snow. More recently, models for calculating the

propulsive components from ground reaction forces

(GRFs) and 3D kinematics measured with improved and

miniaturized systems during roller ski skating [11–14] were

developed. With this approach, the share of the resultant

GRF pointing in the desired skiing direction was calculated

by taking into account the ski orientation, ski edging angle,

and track incline and the corresponding pole angles (e.g.

[6, 11, 15, 16]). Now, more diverse questions have been

posed regarding propulsive forces in XC skiing. Aspects

that have been addressed include quantification of and

discrimination between the contributions of the right and

left poles and legs (e.g. [15, 17, 18]), comparison of

techniques [19, 20], investigation of the mechanisms of

speed, incline, or fatigue adaptations (e.g. [21–25]), or

estimation of the effects by using innovative XC skiing

equipment (e.g. [26–30]).

Changes in the kinetic energy of the body were described

by the applied GRF acting on the centre of mass (COM) [11].

Nevertheless, the position of the COM relative to the line of

action of the resultant GRF has not yet been taken into con-

sideration when determining propulsion. It has even been

shown in other human locomotion like running or walking

[31] and also ski skating [32] that during the entire movement

cycle, the resultant forces are hardly ever directed through the

COM. Hence, besides the translatory effects (force directed

through the COM) of the resultant forces, rotatory effects and

external moments may also play a role. This raises the

question of whether the produced ski and pole forces acting

on the ground during skating movements exclusively accel-

erate the skier’s COM forward and thus determine the forward

speed of the skier during skating movements. How much of

the applied force is capable of accelerating the COM forward

has not yet been examined, and the question of whether skiers

with the highest propulsive forces are also the fastest in any

case may be of interest to better discriminate different per-

formance levels in XC skiers.

For quantification of the separate contributions of the

right and left legs and poles to the overall COM forward

acceleration, the development of an extended methodology

is suggested. It is proposed that applied GRFs be consid-

ered with respect to the position of the COM in space,

meaning that the translatory share of the force pointing

from the point of force application through the COM is

derived. This goes beyond the identification of the

propulsive share of GRFs as commonly used [15] and may

allow determination of the forward acceleration of each

skier’s COM and the contribution of different leg and/or

arm actions in XC skiing.

Accordingly, the main aims of the current study were to

determine the COM acceleration by combining force and

3D motion capture data as well as to evaluate the proposed

methodology through a comparison with the COM accel-

eration derived from 3D motion capture measurements. A

secondary goal was to demonstrate the applicability of this

methodology to a representative ski-skating technique

involving both leg and pole thrusts.

2 Materials and methods

2.1 Experimental protocol, participants,

and techniques

The experimental protocol and all methods used in this

study were approved by the Ethics Committee of the

University of Jyväskylä. All participants provided written

informed consent prior to measurements and were free to

withdraw from the experiments at any point. Nine highly

skilled male XC skiers (32 ± 7 years; 178 ± 6 cm;

77 ± 6 kg; VO2max: 73 ± 2 ml/kg/min; 116 ± 56 FIS

points) volunteered and participated in this study. Mea-

surements were carried out on a nearly flat (incline: 1�)
section of the Vuokatti ski tunnel (Finland), where the

temperature and humidity were kept constant at –4 �C and

85%, respectively.

A technique of ski skating without poles (Fig. 1a) was

chosen to show the appropriateness of the proposed

methodology. During this skiing technique, the arm

movements were restricted by supporting the hands at the

hips such that propulsion was limited to the legs, while

relative body movements through arm actions like swing-

ing or positioning for poling were minimized. Thus, the

comparableness to motion data was considered to be as

high as possible.

Furthermore, as it is representative of skating techniques

that combine pole and leg push-offs, V2-alternate (V2A)

skating (Fig. 1b) was measured to exemplarily show the

applicability of the developed methodology for a more

complex skating mode using poles and legs. V2A is a very

complex XC skiing technique [18] where one step is

characterized by a leg push-off together with a double

poling action. The second, subsequent step consists of a leg

push-off accompanied by a dynamic double arm swing

[33]. Together, both steps constitute one full V2A cycle

(Fig. 1b). This technique was chosen because it is con-

sidered relevant to differentiate the contributions of leg

push-offs and pole thrusts to overall acceleration in various

skating techniques, for example to compare groups of

skiers of different levels or the fatigued and non-fatigued

states of an athlete. V2A data can only be presented for one

representative participant of the group (36 years; 175 cm;
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73.4 kg; VO2max: 75 ml/kg/min; 196 FIS points) due to

technical problems with the pole force sensors during

measurements.

Subjects performed three trials with maximal speed for

leg skating (5.9 ± 0.3 m/s) and V2A (7.2 ± 0.1 m/s),

respectively. All recorded skating strokes (one to two per

trial) were analysed. One skating stroke was defined from

the start to the end of ski–ground contact determined from

the onset and offset of the vertical GRF (Fig. 2a; events 10–
30). The gliding (Fig. 2a; event 10–20) and push-off phases

(Fig. 2a; event 20–30) were separated by the minimum of

vertical GRF (Fig. 2a; event 20).

2.2 Force measurements

The general goal was to measure all three components of

GRFs acting at the skis directly and accurately in field

conditions on snow. Vertical, medio-lateral (transverse to

the ski), and anterior–posterior (along the ski) GRFs were

considered beforehand as relevant input data to be mea-

sured (Fig. 2a–d). Due to problematic and limiting

mechanical cross talk that produced less accurate anterior–

posterior forces along the ski in earlier versions of a 3D

force binding [34], two custom-made 2D force measure-

ment bindings for XC skiing (Neuromuscular Research

Centre, University of Jyväskylä, Finland) with a weight of

490 g each were built to measure GRFs at 1000 Hz. Force

bindings were calibrated using special calibration devices

and procedures [14]. One pair of prepared racing skis

(Peltonen Supra-x, Peltonen Ski Oy, Hartola, Finland,

188 cm, 1170 g each) was used by all skiers. The left ski

was equipped with binding 1 (Fig. 2b) to measure the

vertical (F3) and medio-lateral (F1) forces, while binding 2

(Fig. 2c), which measured the vertical (F3) and anterior–

posterior (F2) forces, was mounted on the right ski. The

corresponding third force component on each side was,

respectively, estimated as follows: for the left ski, the

anterior–posterior forces (F2e) were derived from the

measured vertical forces (F3) by calculating frictional for-

ces (Fe = lF3) using the mean coefficient of friction (l) for

each participant derived from all measured skating strokes

on the contralateral side. As medio-lateral forces cannot be

estimated, forces acting on the right ski (F1e) were equal-

ized to the measured ones on the contralateral left side, and

therefore those measured values were duplicated, oriented,

and shifted by the duration of one skating stroke and thus

coupled to the measured vertical and anterior–posterior

forces at the right ski.

During V2A trials, GRFs at the poles were measured

(1000 Hz) with a custom-made, lightweight (70 g each)

pole force system (University of Salzburg, Austria). Uni-

axial strain gauge load cells (Velomat, Kamenz, Germany)

were installed in a specially constructed light aluminium

body fitting into the pole grips (Fig. 3c) of selected racing

poles adjusted to the preferred length of each skier. Cali-

bration of the pole sensors was processed with standard

procedures in accordance with previous studies [35–37].

The validity of the system was examined on an established

force platform system (Neuromuscular Research Centre,

University of Jyväskylä, Finland) [9]. The mean absolute

resultant pole force deviation over ground contact was

9.3 ± 11.3 N.

2.3 Three-dimensional motion capture

All skating techniques were analysed in 3D and recorded

(100 Hz) by the Vicon Nexus motion capture system (Vi-

con, Oxford, UK) installed in the Vuokatti ski tunnel

(Fig. 3a). The system consisted of 16 infrared cameras (T-

Series T40S) mounted on a wooden frame on the side walls

and ceiling of the tunnel and covered with special cold

protectors (Fig. 3a). This setup enabled a measurement

range of up to 18 m with full-body COM detection corre-

sponding to one to three steps per trial depending on skiing

speed. A setup of 51 passive reflective markers was used.

Marker placement corresponded to the full-body plug-in

Fig. 1 Serial pictures with

selected key positions during

a leg skating with restricted arm

actions and b V2A skating

technique with poles
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gait (PIG) setup [38] with three additional markers on each

ski (Fig. 3b), two additional markers on each pole, and

additional markers on both trochanter major, mid-sternum,

and mid-spine.

Three-dimensional motion data from the trials were

initially processed with Vicon Nexus 1.7.1 software (Vi-

con, Oxford, UK) using standard labelling and gap-filling

procedures [38]. To determine the COM, the Vicon Nexus

software includes the so-called PIG model, which has not

been clinically tested [38]. Therefore, the accuracy of

COM detection in body positions relevant for XC skiing

had to be verified. Adaptations in the thorax and abdomen/

pelvis segments were necessary and performed using a self-

written cross-country skier body model (XC model), which

was created using Body Language scripting in the Vicon

Body Builder 3.6.1 (Vicon, Oxford, UK). The XC model

was based on Dempster’s body segment data as described

by Winter [39]. To validate the XC model and to test the

accuracy of the COM positions in space, two additional

procedures were performed.

A skier performed several trials of a single leg stance

with different body positions, considered to be relevant

during ski skating, on an AMTI force plate (Advanced

Mechanical Technology Inc., Watertown, USA) with a fully

installed PIG marker setup plus markers on the right and left

trochanter major. The COM position was calculated using

the PIG as well as the XC model. First, the validation of the

horizontal COM position (anterior–posterior and medio-

lateral) from the XC model and the comparison to PIG data

were done by comparing the horizontal position of the COM

projected onto the ground (COMP) with centre of pressure

(COP) data from the AMTI force plate. The mean distance

between COMP and COP was 6.0 ± 3.8 mm for the XC

model versus 84.4 ± 14.4 mm for the PIG model. In a

second step, the vertical COM position was detected with a

custom gravity scale (University of Salzburg, Austria) used

as a reference system to establish accuracy in this dimen-

sion. The skier lay supine on a long board. A prism rod was

mounted at one end of the board and a gravity scale at the

other end. From the displayed weight differences between

the unloaded and loaded board, the height of the COM

could be calculated. The COM position was obtained from

the XC model and used for the respective body positions,

showing a mean deviation from the gravity scale of

-8.5 ± 6.0 mm, while the PIG model gave a deviation of

-2.3 ± 2.1 mm. Skis and poles were added to the XC

model as additional segments. After this model optimiza-

tion process, COM was calculated from the motion capture

Fig. 2 a Representative curves of the directly measured medio-

lateral (F1) and vertical (F3) forces on the left leg (black solid/broken

lines) and anterior–posterior (F2) and vertical (F3) forces on the right

leg (grey solid/broken lines), and the estimated anterior–posterior

(F2e) (black dotted line) and medio-lateral (F1e) forces (grey dotted

line) on the corresponding other side. Forces are sums of the

respective forefoot and rear foot parts of the bindings. Numbers in the

curves indicate the start (event 1) and end (event 3) of one leg’s

ground contact during skating. Gliding (events 1–2) and push-off

(events 2–3) phases are separated by the local force minimum (event

2) in all analysed ground reaction force curves. b Force binding 1,

measuring the medio-lateral (±F1) and vertical (F3) force compo-

nents, and c force binding 2, measuring the anterior–posterior (±F2)

and vertical (F3) force components, in both cases measured separately

by a front (f) and a rear (r) unit [35]. d System mounted on the racing

ski
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data using the Vicon Nexus software by running the PIG

model from a pipeline including the standard Woltring

(GCV) filter routine followed by the XC model.

2.4 Data collection

Signals from the force bindings and pole force system were

transferred via cables to an eight-channel force amplifier

(Neuromuscular Research Centre, University of Jyväskylä,

Finland) linked to a National Instruments A/D converter

card (sampling rate: 1 kHz; NI 9205) and a wireless

transmitter system (WLS-9163, National Instruments,

Austin, USA) that sent data to a portable computer with a

receiver card and custom-made data collection software

(Labview 8.5; National Instruments, Austin, USA). Three-

dimensional motion data were collected and pre-processed

with the Vicon Nexus 1.7.1 software (Vicon, Oxford, UK).

Participants wore a custom-made waist pack (Fig. 3a) on

the lower back with a total weight of 2590 g containing all

the named measurement equipment. All pole and leg force

systems were synchronized with a sync step prior to each

skiing trial, producing peaks of the pole and leg forces,

respectively. For the synchronization of force and motion

data, an analogue trigger signal was simultaneously

recorded by both data collection systems.

2.5 Centre of mass acceleration

2.5.1 Reference value

The marker-based motion capture system Vicon Nexus is

considered a current standard in 3D kinematic analyses

[40]. It allows an accurate determination of the skier’s

COM position from body segments’ position data and

makes it possible to determine the acceleration of COM

[40]. To calculate the net force acting on the COM in a

forward direction (Fm), forward acceleration of the COM

was multiplied by each participant’s mass inclusive of

equipment (m) (Table 1). Hereafter, this variable served as

the reference value. Fm shows how the athlete overcomes

resistive forces (e.g. air drag and friction) and contains—

like a black box—inseparable information on the contri-

bution of all single pole and leg thrusts and relative

movements of body segments. Thus, the extent to which

each pole or leg thrust contributes to the acceleration of the

skier’s COM in the skiing direction cannot be obtained

solely from kinematic 3D analyses. This is the reason why

computation from GRFs is essential and it is proposed that

it be combined with kinematic input data.

2.5.2 Transformation from the local to the global

coordinate system

The first prerequisite for calculating the forces in the skiing

direction is to express the pole and leg forces in the motion

capture coordinate system. Three-dimensional forces

derived from force binding measurements (Fig. 4F1, F2, F3)

were transformed to a motion capture coordinate system by

the rotational matrices

Fx

Fy

Fz

0
B@

1
CA ¼ F1 F2 F3ð Þ

cos bð Þ 0 sin bð Þ
0 1 0

� sin bð Þ 0 cos bð Þ

2
64

3
75

1 0 0

0 cos cð Þ sin cð Þ
0 � sin cð Þ cos cð Þ

2
64

3
75

cos að Þ sin að Þ 0

� sin að Þ cos að Þ 0

0 0 1

2
64

3
75;

ð1Þ

using the YXZ Cardan ski angles (a ski orientation

towards Y; b ski edging; c tilt of the skis) derived from

motion analyses (Figs. 4, 5) [38].

From these force components, the magnitude of resul-

tant force

Fr ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
F2

x þ F2
y þ F2

z

q
ð2Þ

could be computed (Table 1).

To obtain the point of force application (PFA) in the

motion capture coordinate system (Table 1), the ski origin

Fig. 3 a Cross-country skier performing leg skating in the measure-

ment area covered by the Vicon Nexus (Vicon, Oxford, UK) motion

capture system with 16 infrared cameras installed in the Vuokatti ski

tunnel (Finland). b Instrumented skis equipped with force bindings

and reflective Vicon markers attached to the skis, boots, and lower

legs. c Lightweight pole force system with uniaxial strain gauge load

cells (Velomat, Kamenz, Germany) installed in an aluminium body

and mounted in the pole grips
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was created as a virtual marker at the top of the force

binding. Displacement of the PFA along the binding was

calculated from the force distribution between the front and

rear plates of the force binding in the ski system over time

and was transferred to the motion capture coordinate sys-

tem by moving the ski origin backwards along the ski by

that value.

The measured axial pole forces were considered to be

the resultant pole forces acting along the pole from the top

of the pole to the pole tip and are therefore expressed that

way in the motion capture coordinate system. The PFA for

the pole was set at the pole tip, which was calculated as a

virtual marker using pole length measures and position data

of the pole markers.

2.5.3 Net forces

A common approach to the quantification of propulsive

forces (Fy) is to quantify the component of Fr pointing in

the desired skiing direction (e.g. [6, 11, 15, 16]). To be able

to examine whether these calculated forces determine the

acceleration of the skier in accordance with the described

reference, the value of Fm should be checked, bearing in

mind that Fm (Table 1) shows how the athlete was able to

overcome resistive forces. For that reason, estimations of

the resistive forces acting in each respective direction were

included to determine the net forces (Fn) (Table 1). As the

skier was skiing slightly (1�) uphill, the track inclination

(d) was considered by expressing forces in the global

coordinate system and determining

Fgl ¼ Fycos dð Þ � Fzsin dð Þ: ð3Þ

Due to its line of action, gravity does not influence the

component of Fgl in the desired skiing direction. Ski fric-

tion was calculated (Ffr = lF3) and is directed along the

path of ski motion. Net forces were found from

Table 1 Descriptions of abbreviations and definitions

Abbreviation Term Descriptions and definitionsa

COM Centre of mass Centre of mass calculated from 3D motion analyses and body model data

PFA Point of force application Point of force application along the ski binding calculated from force binding data

and the position of the ski segment in space

Fm Net force at COM from motion capture Net force in skiing direction and acting at the COM determined from 3D motion

capture data

This corresponds to the forward acceleration multiplied by the mass of the subject

plus equipment

Fr Resultant force Resultant force calculated from 2D ground reaction forces measured with force

bindings and the estimated third dimension

Fn Net force Net force acting at the PFA determined from force calculation.

This corresponds to the propulsive component of Fr pointing in the skiing direction,

acting at the PFA, and corrected for resistive forces

Ft Translational force Component of Fr pointing from the PFA towards the COM

Fro Rotational force Component of Fr perpendicular to Ft, inducing a moment about the COM

Fc Net force at COM calculated from force

and motion capture data

Net force in the skiing direction and acting at the COM determined with the proposed

methodology

This corresponds to the component of Ft pointing in the skiing direction, corrected for

resistive forces and acting at the COM

a See also Fig. 7

Fig. 4 The motion capture coordinate system (black arrows) and the

local coordinate system (grey arrows) showing the components of

binding forces are defined as follows: F1 (medio-lateral), F2 (anterior–

posterior), and F3 (vertical) with respect to the ski/binding. Coordi-

nate transformation from the local binding to the motion capture

coordinate system, correcting for orientation, edging, and tilt of the

ski/binding by rotation around the vertical, anterior–posterior, and

medio-lateral axes
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Fn ¼ Fgl�Ffr � Fd; ð4Þ

where the shares of ski friction along the skiing direction

(Ffr) and air drag (Fd) were subtracted from Fgl. Air drag

has been estimated with a mean value of 20 N [41] for the

skiing speed of 21.6 ± 1.2 km/h.

2.5.4 Translational and rotational force components

and whole body angular momentum

In running, Kugler and Janshen [31] showed that despite

wanting to keep the whole body angular momentum small

to maintain postural stability in a dynamic situation, faster

athletes showed more forward leaning of the body during

accelerated running. This means that moments caused by

gravity (Mg) must be compensated for by moments in the

opposite direction, for example, by GRF passing the

COM [31] in an anterior direction. This was also found in

pre-measurements for the current ski-skating study

(Figs. 5, 6b) and based on findings of earlier studies

showing that skiers lean forward slightly during leg push-

off [18] and the resultant GRF is not always directed

through the COM over the entire skating cycle [32].

During leg push-off, the athlete leaned forward and GRF

was almost never directed through the COM (Figs. 5, 6a).

Mg was largely compensated for by moments induced by

GRF (Mf), and net moments (Mn) were small (Fig. 6b)

during leg push-off. Thus, despite external moments, the

athlete did not rotate about PFA or COM, keeping the

dynamic balance. At the end of push-off, net moments

become greater (Fig. 6b), possibly to facilitate the posi-

tioning on the new gliding leg, which makes ground

contact at this point in time.

Against the above-described background, it is likely that

not all of the applied forces have direct effects on the

translational movement of the skier represented by his

COM. With respect to the skier’s body, an applied force

can rather have translational and/or rotational effects

(Fig. 7). To quantify both effects, Fr was decomposed into

two components (Fig. 7b). The translational force (Ft) is

the component of Fr acting in the direction from PFA to

COM and is calculated from

Fig. 5 Total angular

momentum of the skier’s body

in the global sagittal plane (ZY)

is based on the influence of

gravitational (Fg) and ground

reaction forces (Ff). Fg causes

an external moment

(Mg = rgFg) about the point of

force application (PFA) if the

centre of mass (COM) deviates

from the vertical position above

PFA by an angle hc (rg and

hc[ 0). A deviation of the

direction of Ff from the PFA–

COM direction (h = 0) induces

an external moment (Mf = rfFf)

about the COM

Fig. 6 Representative time courses during one ski–ground contact

(left leg; gliding plus push-off) during leg skating: a Forward lean

angle (hc), angle of the resultant ground reaction force (Ff) vector (hf),

and the angle between the Ff vector and the PFA–COM direction (h)

all with respect to the vertical axis (Z) in the sagittal plane (Fig. 5);

b External moments in the skiing direction induced by gravity (Mg)

and ground reaction force (left leg) (Mf) as well as the remaining net

moment (Mn)
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Ft ¼
Fr:v

vj j ; ð5Þ

where v is the vector determined by PFA and COM. The

rotational force component was derived from

Fro ¼ Fr�Ft; ð6Þ

where Fro acts normal to Ft (Table 1; Fig. 7b) and induces a

moment about the COM (Figs. 5 and 6b), the same amount

as Fr does.

Fc (Table 1) is the component of translational force

pointing in the skiing direction (y). This force component

induces the forward acceleration of the COM. Incline, ski

friction, and air drag have been considered in the same

manner as previously described for Fn (Formulae 3 and 4).

In V2A trials, the contribution of applied pole forces to

COM acceleration (Fp) was calculated analogously as

previously described for the leg forces without considering

possible slight pole bending when loaded.

Finally, the magnitude of all computed forces in the

desired skiing direction were compared to the magnitude of

Fm, the defined reference data from motion capture, and the

forces are presented in values relative to body weight

(%BW). For all forces (Fm; Fc; Fn), the average and max-

imal values (%BW) as well as the mean, maximum, and

minimum differences between Fm and Fc and between Fm

and Fn, respectively, were calculated during the push-off

and gliding phase.

2.6 Data processing and statistical analyses

Data processing was conducted using IKE-master 1.38

(IKE Software Solutions, Salzburg, Austria) including a

6-Hz fourth-order zero-lag low-pass Butterworth filter of

COM acceleration from motion data. Using IBM SPSS

Statistics 20 (IBM Corporation, New York, USA), the

differences between the determined forces on the COM

were checked by t tests for normally distributed data. In the

other cases, a Wilcoxon u test was carried out. To deter-

mine the correlation between time series, similarity coef-

ficients (SCs), mathematically based on the Taylor

polynomials [42, 43] between time-normalized force

curves, were calculated using MATLAB (MathWorks,

Natick, USA). Each SC was classified as follows: –1

\similarity\1, where –1 means contrary time histories, 0

means no similarity, and 1 means congruent time histories.

3 Results and discussion

3.1 Centre of mass acceleration determined

from leg force and motion capture data

During the push-off phase, the average and maximum Fc

did not differ from the used reference value Fm (Table 2)

and the corresponding force–time curves showed a high

match with an SC of 0.92 (Table 3; Fig. 8). During the

gliding phase (Table 2), the average Fc was lower

(P\ 0.05) with a mean difference of –7.2 ± 2.9%BW

versus Fm (Table 3), while the force curves still demon-

strated high similarity (Table 3; Fig. 8).

These results confirm the appropriateness of the

assumptions made and the methodology developed for the

push-off phase during leg skating. By combining binding

force data and COM data from 3D motion capture, COM

acceleration in the skiing direction can be quantified. This

determination of Fc allows for the assessment of perfor-

mance differences between athletes and, uniquely to this

Fig. 7 a Illustration of

measured and calculated forces

acting at the point of force

application (PFA) and the centre

of mass (COM) of a skier.

Definitions of all force

components are shown in

Table 1. b Illustration of the

resultant ground reaction force

Fr and its components for

h = 0: Ft the translational force

component through the COM;

and Fro the rotational force

component perpendicular to Ft

inducing a moment about the

COM (Mf = rroFro)
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methodology, the contribution of right and left leg push-

offs to the skier’s forward acceleration can be estimated.

The difference in average force between Fc and Fm

during the gliding phase shows that prediction of the

acceleration of COM as derived from motion analyses is

not fully possible with the introduced methodology.

Thereby, the presented data cannot reveal whether the

difference between Fc and Fm in the gliding phase is due to

a possibly limited validity of the methodology for deriving

Fc or based on the characteristics of the reference value

(Fm). Considering the composition of Fm and Fc and the

movement in the gliding phase, the latter appears to be

more likely. The calculated value of Fc describes how

much of the GRFs directly accelerate the skier’s COM

forward and at the respective point in time without indi-

cating other effects. In comparison, Fm, as derived from

motion capture data, equally contains this information, but

additionally shows simultaneous impacts of posture and

transfer/conservation of momentum. Relative movements

such as arm swing and positioning (e.g. for poling) affect

the reaction forces [44–46], the position of the COM, the

posture of the body [47–50], and thus the body’s inertia

characteristics. In the present study, the reaction forces and

position of the COM have been detected continuously over

time and likewise included in the methodology to derive

Fc. The changes in inertia characteristics have not been

taken into account for Fc. Also, the possible influences of

conservation of momentum (e.g. from a previous leg push-

off) or aspects of momentum transfer (e.g. from arm to

Table 2 Comparison of (1) net forces in the skiing direction acting at

the COM determined from motion capture (Fm), (2) net forces in the

skiing direction acting at the COM derived with the proposed

methodology (Fc), and (3) net forces acting at the PFA at the ski (Fn)

during the leg push-off and gliding phases

Phase Force

(%BW)

Fm Fc Fn

Push-

off

Average 2.3 ± 1.8 0.5 ± 2.9 19.8 ± 5.7a

Maximum 13.1 ± 3.3 14.3 ± 4.8 35.2 ± 6.1a

Gliding Average 0.1 ± 1.2 –6.9 ± 2.7a 12.2 ± 2.5a

Values are mean ± SD; n = 9

P\ 0.05
a Different from Fm

Table 3 Comparison of

similarity coefficients (SCs) and

mean, maximum, and minimum

absolute differences computed

over force curves between Fm

and Fc and between Fm and Fn

Phase Comparison Similarity coefficient Differences (%BW)

SC Diffmean Diffmax Diffmin

Push-off Fm–Fc 0.93 –1.4 ± 2.5 4.8 ± 3.5 –13.0 ± 6.0

Fm–Fn 0.92 16.5 ± 3.6a 25.0 ± 2.7a 5.2 ± 6.2a

Gliding Fm–Fc 0.90 –7.2 ± 2.9 6.7 ± 6.8 –17.4 ± 6.9

Fm–Fn 0.70 11.4 ± 3.1a 29.1 ± 6.5a –0.8 ± 5.4a

The range of SC is –1\similarity\1, where –1 means contrary time histories, 0 means no similarity, and 1

means congruent time histories. Differences (%BW) are mean ± SD; n = 9

P\ 0.05
a Different from Fm–Fc

Fig. 8 Time courses of the net

force in the skiing direction

acting at the COM and

determined from motion capture

(Fm), net force in the skiing

direction acting at the COM and

calculated from the proposed

model using combined force

and motion capture data (Fc),

and net force (in the skiing

direction) acting at the point of

force application at the ski (Fn).

For definitions, see Table 1.

Values are means during the

gliding and push-off phases.

n = 9
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body, when braking the arms after an active arm swing)

have not been quantified [49, 50]. If these effects occur, the

comparableness of Fc and Fm is reduced.

An exact reproduction of Fm was not the aim of the

study. Therefore, a skating movement with reduced dif-

ferentiating aspects was selected to compare Fc and Fm, and

the movement of pure leg skating with restricted arm

actions was deliberately chosen. Thereby, during the rele-

vant push-off phase, a close fit of the Fc and Fm curves

could be reached. During the gliding phase, the differences

(Tables 2, 3) in average force values, which showed

stronger braking effects with Fc (Fig. 8), may be partly

explained by unavoidable relative movements of body

segments. During one-legged gliding, the leg that per-

formed the preceding push-off gets adducted and the body

moves into a more upright position, moving the COM

forward and upward in preparation for the following leg

push-off [18]. This means that the angular momentum

preserved from the prior push-off acts on the body whose

position and inertial properties are changing during the

gliding phase. This can by nature only be seen from the Fm

values and not from the Fc values. In general, Fc is a rel-

evant parameter to describe the output during push-off in

an applied skiing technique. Fc during the gliding phase

can be determined, but has to be interpreted in the context

previously shown.

Commonly used measurement systems and literature-

based estimations (air resistance, friction) are not perfect.

They do, however, demonstrate small but acceptable limi-

tations (e.g. [14, 35, 41]). Advances in measurement sys-

tems (e.g. 3D binding) may contribute to a more accurate

determination in the future [14].

The methodology to derive Fc allows expanded analyses

of each athlete’s skiing techniques. Additionally, Fc, cal-

culated as a percentage of overall applied GRFs, could be

used as a kind of effectiveness index for push-off motions,

like the one already used for propulsive forces [15]. Prin-

cipally, Fc can be calculated for all push-off actions during

a ski-skating cycle, showing how much the right or left leg

and/or pole contributes to the COM forward acceleration

and how these sources of COM forward acceleration

change between different performance levels, techniques,

speeds, track inclinations, or selected equipment like ski,

boot, or pole systems. Additionally, computing the differ-

ences between Fc and Fm may help to filter out which other

technique aspects besides the push-offs performed (e.g. the

conservation of momentum) accelerate or decelerate the

COM in the desired skiing direction at specific points of

time during the ski-skating cycle. This highlights the

necessity of both Fc as well as Fm for technique analysis in

elite sports, knowing that both are strongly related but not

necessarily equivalent in value. Fc can be used to isolate

and quantify the role and effectiveness of the leg push-offs.

In principle, the same methodology can be applied to leg

push-offs in classical skiing techniques like diagonal stride

or double poling with kick.

3.2 Net leg forces

During the push-off phase, the average and maximum

values of Fn were approximately ninefold and threefold

higher (P\ 0.05) than Fm (Table 2), respectively, although

the shapes of the Fn and Fm curves were similar, demon-

strating an SC of 0.92 (Table 3; Fig. 8). Likewise for the

gliding phase, overrating of Fn (P\ 0.05) could be

observed (Table 2), while the similarity of the Fn time

course dropped to an SC of 0.70 (Table 3; Fig. 8). Sup-

porting these results, the mean differences for the Fm time

courses were greater (P\ 0.05) for Fn, with overestimates

of approximately 11 and 17%BW (86 and 125 N) for the

gliding and push-off phases, respectively, whereas Fc

indicates a slight underestimation (–7 to –1%BW)

(Table 3). Focusing on two examples of skiers showing

almost the same maximum and average values of Fn

(Fig. 9a), the difference between their Fc values was found

to be as high as 5.1% in the most extreme cases (Fig. 9b).

This latter finding becomes very important when ana-

lysing the techniques of two skiers or two trials of one

athlete. Comparing Fn may lead to the same ratings for

either athletes or trials; however, the quality of leg push-

offs and their effects on the forward acceleration of the

COM could be quite different. Fc may thus offer additional

information and technique diagnostics in elite sports. With

that, athletes may benefit from the specific technique cri-

terion provided by Fc. Nevertheless, the fact that the shapes

of Fn and Fm curves were similar indicates that the prin-

cipal structure of leg push-offs can be obtained from Fn.

This is relevant in coaching and technique feedback

training sessions when a laborious detection of the COM is

not possible and if, for example, the effectiveness of push-

offs [15] is needed for comparison purposes.

In contrast to Fc, Fn overestimated the forward accel-

eration of the skier, which can also be looked at from a

mechanical perspective. The overestimate found in the

current study means that the resultant push-off force Fr was

rarely directed from the PFA through the COM (Figs. 5,

6a) during leg skating, which has also been shown for other

XC skiing techniques [32]. Thus, a considerable part of Fr

did not help to accelerate the COM in the desired skiing

direction, and whole body angular momentum around the

COM was induced (Figs. 5, 6a, b). The latter could func-

tionally add to maintaining the dynamic balance during

skating push-offs by compensating, moments caused by

gravity and the COM position (Fig. 5). This has also been

found in other human locomotion modes like accelerated

running [31, 51]. The small remaining net moments
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(Fig. 6b) at the end of the leg push-off may contribute to

changing the body position with respect to the PFA. This

may facilitate the positioning of the COM over the PFA of

the new gliding ski (weight transfer), which gets ground

contact during the final phase of the contralateral leg’s

push-off (Fig. 1a, b).

3.3 Contribution of legs and poles to acceleration

in V2A skating

Fc was derived from the data of one representative top

athlete performing the V2A technique (Fig. 1b) to provide

an example of the applicability of the proposed method-

ology in skating techniques that combine pole and leg

thrusts. The observation of a full V2A cycle (Fig. 10)

resulted in an SC of 0.75 between Fm and Fc, which was

slightly lower than the values from leg skating only that

were used with the whole of the investigated group ([0.90)

and a single athlete ([0.91). In the poling phase (Fig. 10,

poling), the average Fc including data from poles and legs

was 9.9 ± 2.7%BW, while the reference value Fm was

10.5 ± 1.1%BW. The maximum values in the respective

phase for Fm and Fc reached 23.3 ± 0.4 and

25.0 ± 7.8%BW. During pole and leg thrusts within one

full V2A cycle, the impulse of Fc was 35.2 Ns from poles

and 18.2 Ns from legs. This indicates that the contribution

of the poles (65.9%) to the total forward acceleration of the

COM during V2A-skating was clearly greater than that of

the legs (35.1%) (Fig. 10).

The data and findings indicate that COM acceleration

can be calculated from combined leg and pole forces, even

in a complex technique, and the contributions of the legs

and poles can be determined separately. The absolute value

and contribution of poles to COM acceleration (Fp) should

be carefully considered, as poles were assumed to be stiff

in the current study, revealing a certain limitation of this

application. Pole bending will occur to a certain extent

[52]. Systems measuring the axial pole forces at the grip

have been widely used to collect force data [35]. Thus,

detailed studies should be performed to control the influ-

ence of pole bending on the production of propulsion, the

forces applied, and the calibration process performed.

The differences between Fm and Fc were greater for

V2A compared to leg skating with restricted arm move-

ments and are therefore most likely dependent on the skiing

technique used. Compared to leg skating, V2A is a tech-

nique with considerably more relative movements due to

the described arm and leg movements and vertical move-

ment of the COM. Relative movement may lower the

comparableness to the reference value Fm (see also Chap-

ter 3.1). The V2A technique is thus not convenient for

evaluating the methodology, but is useful for showing its

applicability.

4 Conclusions

The comparison of the proposed methodology to the ref-

erence value from motion capture measurements showed

no differences during push-offs in leg skating, revealing

that it is appropriate to quantify a skier’s forward accel-

eration during this phase by considering GRFs with respect

to the COM position. In contrast to the determination of

COM acceleration from motion data alone, it becomes

feasible to detect and separate the sources of acceleration

Fig. 9 Time courses of the

a net forces acting at the points

of force application (Fn) and

b net forces in the skiing

direction acting at the COM and

calculated from the proposed

model (Fc) for two participants

(S1 and S2)

Fig. 10 Time courses over a full V2A-skating cycle of the net force

in the skiing direction acting at the COM and determined from motion

capture (Fm) (broken line), determined from force and motion capture

data (Fc) (solid line). The net pole forces (Fp) (dotted line) and net leg

force (Fl) (short broken line), both in the skiing direction, contributing

independently to the COM acceleration, are illustrated separately.

Values are means of two V2A-skating cycles
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during XC skiing. The determination of the COM accel-

eration from GRF data alone gives force–time curves of

comparable shape, but leads to a considerable overesti-

mation of the COM acceleration compared to motion data.

Thus, ski and pole forces are not always directed towards

the COM and do not exclusively serve to accelerate the

athlete, but may play an important role in regulating

dynamic balance. Consideration of the COM position rel-

ative to the line of action of GRFs during leg skating turned

out to be an essential factor when aiming to quantify the

athletes’ acceleration. In V2A, the contribution of poles

and legs to the acceleration of the skier could be calculated,

providing an example and a perspective for XC skiing

techniques using propelling leg and pole thrusts.

The proposed methodology may offer new possibilities

for diagnosing the biomechanics of skiing techniques. It

enables to compare skiers with varying levels of perfor-

mance and/or techniques and to evaluate the influence of

speed, incline, or equipment. Potentially, this methodology

may be employed to investigate the influence of edging and

ski angle during skating or to quantify the influence of

resistive forces, such as the role of body weight, drag, or

altered friction. The full applicability of the proposed

methodology to different XC skating and classical tech-

niques with poles needs to be further investigated and

developed through follow-up studies.
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